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ABSTRACT

In this paper we demonstrate that the mutants CHO7PV and
CHO4PV isolated by us from the CHO-K1 prol" cell line represent two

new complementation groups of UV-sensitive excision repair-defective
rodent mutants. We have classified the mutant CHO7PV as representa
tive of Group 9 and CHO4PV as representative of Group 10. Cellular
and biochemical characterization of these mutants indicates that they are
moderately sensitive to a broad spectrum of mutagens (IV and mond
ami bifunctional alkylating agents), partially unable to perform IV-
induced DNA repair synthesis, and partially defective in the incision step
of the DNA excision repair pathway and in the removal of the two main
lesions caused by UV [cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) photo-
products). In terms of UV survival and incision, CHO4PV is apparently
more defective than CHO7PV (40% and 50% of wild-type survival,
respectively, and 55% and 75% of wild-type incision), whereas when
repair DNA synthesis and lesion removal are compared, CHO7PV seems
to be more severely affected (30% of wild-type unscheduled DNA syn
thesis in CHO7PV and 60% in CHO4PV). This suggests a subtlety in
the relation between removal of these specific lesions and overall repair
capacity and survival.

INTRODUCTION

Various hereditary human diseases are characterized by pho-

tosensitivity and/or tumor proneness, together with cellular
hypersensitivity to mutagens. In several cases, defective repair
of DNA damage has been demonstrated in cells from patients
with these diseases, but the biochemical and molecular details
of the disorders have proved somewhat hard to identify. Re
cently a mouse gene and a human gene that correct the repair
defect in cells from patients with XP6 of complementation

Group A have been cloned (1, 2), and a putative human gene
to correct XP Group D has also been isolated (3).

The availability of mutagen-sensitive variants, derived from
established mammalian cell lines, with defects similar to those
of the human diseases, has opened an alternative approach to
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the analysis of DNA repair (see Ref. 4 for review). By introduc
ing human DNA into mutant rodent cells, either by cell hybrid
ization or by DNA transfection, and isolating those cells with
restored mutagen resistance, it has been possible to map and
clone several human DNA repair genes, designated ERCC
genes. It seems that, as a general strategy, it should be possible
to identify many human repair genes and proteins on the basis
of their capacity to complement in function defective genes in
the mutant cell lines.

The characterization of Chinese hamster mutants hypersen
sitive to UV light has led so far to the identification of seven
complementation groups (5, 6). An eighth complementation
group represented by the mouse line US31 was described by
Thompson et al. (7). In this paper we report the results of
genetic analysis showing that two mutants isolated in our
laboratory from the CHO-K1 pror cell line represent two new
groups of UVS rodent cell lines. Cellular and biochemical char

acterization of these mutants indicates that they are defective
in the incision step of the DNA excision repair pathway. In
each of these mutants, removal of the two main lesions induced
by UV light [cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) photo-
products] is affected to the same extent, the deficiency being
greater in CHO7PV.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and Culture Conditions. The UVS CHO4PV and CHO7PV
mutants were isolated from the CHO-K1 prol~ cell line by replica

plating following enrichment for repair-deficient cells, as previously
described (8). TOR clones were isolated from both mutants by using
clones resistant to 10 Mg/ml of 6TG and selecting subclones resistant
to 3 HIMOUA. The growth capacity of CHO4PV and CHO7PV cells
and of TOR subclones is similar to that of the wild-type parental cell
line. The UVSCHO cell lines UV20, UV5, UV24, UV41, UV135, and

UV61 representing the complementation Groups 1 to 6 (5, 9, 10), their
parental line AA8, and the mouse line US31 representing Group 8 (7)
were kindly provided by Dr. L. Thompson, Lawrence Livermore Na
tional Laboratory, University of California. The V-B11 cell line that
represents the seventh complementation group of UVsChinese hamster

mutants (6) and its parental line V79 were kindly provided by Dr.
Zdzienicka, Dept. of Radiation Genetics and Chemical Mutagenesis,
State University of Leiden, The Netherlands.

All cells were routinely maintained as monolayer cultures at 37Â°Cin
Ham's FIO medium (Gibco), supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum,

and subcultured by trypsinization.
Chemicals. Hydroxyurea, 1-ff-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine, MMS,

EMS, MMC, OUA, 6TG, hypoxanthine, aminopterin, thymidine, and
gelatin were purchased from Sigma; PEG 1500 was from Merck; CCNU
was from RhÃ´ne-Poulenc; DMSO was from BDH; and ['H]dThd (spe

cific activity, 40 Ci/mmol) was from the Radiochemical Centre, Amer-
sham, United Kingdom.

Irradiation. Irradiation with UV light of 254 nm was performed using
a Philips TUV 15-W lamp or [in the case of the assays for (6-4)
photoproducts] with six 8-W General Electric germicida! lamps.

Mutagen Sensitivity. Sensitivity to mutagens was evaluated by meas
uring the inhibition of colony-forming ability after exposure to increas-
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ing doses of mutagens as previously described (11). The cells were
trypsinized, counted, serially diluted, and seeded into 60-mm dishes.
After 8-h incubation at 37Â°C,the medium was removed, and the cells
were UV irradiated at a dose rate of 2 J/m2/s or exposed for l h to

mutagens (three dishes per dose). Following mutagenic treatment, the
cells were incubated in fresh medium at 37Â°Cfor 7 days, at which time

surviving colonies were scored.
Cell Fusion and Complementation Analysis. Complementation analy

sis was carried out by measuring the survival following UV exposure in
hybrids obtained after fusion of UV* mutants with UVS or wild-type

cells. In each cross, one parental cell line (designated TOR) was 6TG
and OUA resistant. For fusion, parental cells were trypsinized, mixed
at a 1:1 ratio, centrifuged, and resuspended in medium containing 8%
DMSO and 48% PEG. After 3 min, cells were diluted in standard
medium and plated in 100-mm dishes at a concentration of 1 to 2 x
IO5cells per dish; 24 h later the cultures were UV irradiated at a dose
rate of 2 J/m2/s (three dishes per dose) and then incubated in selective

medium containing hypoxanthine (6.5 Mg/ml), aminopterin (0.1 Mg/
ml), thymidine (6.5 Â¿Â¿g/ml),and OUA (3 ITIM);the surviving colonies
were scored on the eighth day. The UV sensitivity of parental cell lines
was analyzed in parallel.

Measurement of Incision. Incision was monitored as the accumulation
of incomplete repair sites (i.e., DNA breaks) when repair DNA synthe
sis is blocked. Cells at a density of about 2 x IO5in 1 ml of medium in
35-mm dishes were incubated overnight with ['HJdThd (0.05 Â¿iCi/ml)

to label DNA. The radioactive medium was changed to fresh medium,
and about l h later the DNA synthesis inhibitors hydroxyurea and 1-
0-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine were added to final concentrations of 10
mM and 100 MM,respectively. After incubation for 30 min, the medium
was removed, cells were irradiated with UV at a dose rate of 1 J/m2/s,
and the medium (plus inhibitors) was replaced for a further 30-min

incubation.
DNA breaks were measured by lysis of cells with alkaline sucrose

(5% sucrose, 0.3 M NaOH, 0.15 M NaCl, 0.01 M disodium EDTA) at
4Â°Cfor 15 min, followed by neutralization, sonicatkm, and Chromato
graphie separation of single- and double-stranded DNA on hydroxy-
apatite as described (12). The proportion of single-stranded DNA
depends on the extent of unwinding in alkali, which reflects the fre
quency of DNA breaks. Calibration using X-irradiated cells with known
numbers of DNA breaks was previously described (12).

Assay for Removal of UV Endonuclease-sensitive Sites. UV endonu-
clease was prepared from Escherichia coli with an overproducing plas-
mid, plac-deny, containing the T4 rfe/iKgene (a gift of K..Valerie and
J. de Riel). The enzyme was isolated in crude form by the method of
A. Ganesan,7 involving lysis of cells by sonication, centrifugation, and

dialysis; the dialyzed preparation was lyophilized in small aliquots and
stored at -20Â°C. For use, it was taken up in 9 mM Tris-HCl:0.09 M

NaCl:9 mM EDTA: 10% ethylene glycol, pH 8.0, to a concentration of
1 mg/ml.

CHO cells were suspended in medium at 6 x 105/ml, and 50-^1
aliquots were inoculated into 0.5 ml of medium, containing [3H]dThd
at 0.1 MCi/ml, in 4-well plates (Nunc Multidish 4). They were incubated
overnight to label the DNA and then incubated with nonradioactive
medium for 2 h. The medium was removed for UV irradiation at a dose
rate of 0.1 J/m2/s. Either immediately, or after further incubation to
allow repair, cells were rinsed with low-salt buffer (0.1 M NaChO.Ol M
EDTA:0.01 MTris-HCl:0.01 MÃŸ-mercaptoethanol,pH 8.0). Aspiration
of this solution leaves behind a volume of 5 to 10 /Â¿I.Forty p\ of high-
salt lysis buffer (2.5 MNaChO.Ol MEDTA:2 mM Tris-HCl:0.5% Triton
X-100, pH 8.0) were then added, so the final concentration of NaCl
was about 2 M. After 5 min on ice, 500 ^1 of endonuclease buffer (0.01
M Tris-HCl:0.01 M EDTA, pH 8.0) and 60 n\ of T4 endonuclease,
containing 60 ng of protein, were added, and the reaction proceeded
for 15 min at 37Â°C.Next, 500 n\ of alkaline saline (0.11 M NaOH:0.2

M NaCl:0.02 M EDTA) were added to each well, and after 5 min on ice
the alkali was neutralized with 0.15 ml of l M KH2PO4. From the
addition of high-salt lysis buffer to this point, agitation of the cells was
avoided, to minimize shearing, so that alkaline unwinding took place

'Personal communication.

predominantly at the breaks introduced by the endonuclease. After
neutralization, however, it was necessary to shear the DNA by sonica
tion so that fragments were either single or double stranded. These
were separated by hydroxyapatite chromatography.

Radioactivity in the single-stranded DNA fractions, as a percentage
of the total recovered from hydroxyapatite, was plotted against the UV
dose for the samples that were irradiated and assayed immediately.
This provided a calibration curve relating the percentage of unwinding
to UV dose and, therefore, to the number of dimers present in DNA.
The percentage of unwinding of DNA from cells incubated after irra
diation could then be expressed in terms of the UV dose equivalent to
the endonuclease-sensitive sites remaining.

Assay for Removal of (6-4) Photoproducts. The radioimmunoassay
used to detect (6-4) photoproducts has been described previously (13).
The antiserum was raised in rabbits against heat-denatured DNA irra
diated with 100,000 J/m2 of 254-nm light. The RIA is a competitive
inhibition assay in which 2 Â¿igof heat-denatured sample DNA were
incubated with 10 pg of poly(dA):poly(dT) (labeled to 2 to 5 x IO8
cpm/Vg by nick translation with [12P]dTTP) in a total volume of 1 ml

of 10 mM Tris (pH 7.8):150 mM NaCl with 0.15% gelatin. Antibodies
bound by UV-poly(dA):poly(dT) cross-react with similar affinity to
photoproducts containing cytosine (14). Antiserum was added to the
reaction mixture at a concentration that yielded 30 to 60% binding to
labeled ligand (3 x 10~7).After incubation overnight at 4Â°C,the immune

complex was precipitated with goat anti-rabbit immunoglobin (Calbi-
ochem) and carrier serum from nonimmunized rabbits (Calbiochem).
After centrifugation, the pellet was dissolved in tissue solubilizer (NCS;
Amersham) and mixed with acid Scintiverse (Fisher). The 32P was

quantified by liquid scintillation spectrometry. Under these conditions,
antibody binding to an unlabeled competitor results in reduced binding
to the radiolabeled ligand (i.e., inhibition). DNA from cells harvested
immediately after irradiation with 10 J/m2 was serially diluted, and

inhibition was determined to create a standard curve. The percentage
of antibody-binding sites remaining in sample DNA extracted from
repairing cells was determined by extrapolating the measured inhibition
through the standard curve. (These data were expressed as the percent
age of antibody-binding sites remaining.)

RESULTS

CHO4PV and CHO7PV mutants belong to a panel of UVS
clones isolated from the CHO-K1 prol" cell line after conven

tional mutagenesis and enrichment in repair-defective cells
using the bromodeoxyuridine-visible light method. As demon
strated in an initial series of experiments, CHO4PV and
CHO7PV cell lines are approximately 2 times more sensitive
to UV than are parental cells, and they show a decreased
capacity to perform UV-induced DNA repair synthesis (15).
Both mutants are sensitive also to the monofunctional alkylat-
ing agents EMS and MMS and to the cross-linking agent MMC

(Fig. 1).
Genetic Analysis. Genetic analysis of the DNA repair defect

in the mutants was carried out by complementation studies. As
reported in Fig. 2, survival levels after UV irradiation of the
hybrids between CHO4PV and CHO7PV cells approach those
of the parental wild-type cell line, demonstrating that the UV
sensitivity in the mutants is due to different mutations. Fur
thermore, a clear pattern of complementation is observed in
hybrids obtained by fusing CHO4PV or CHO7PV with CHO
wild-type cells, indicating that the mutations conferring UV
sensitivity in both mutants behave as recessive characters.

To test whether CHO4PV and CHO7PV cells belong to one
of the eight groups of UVS rodent mutants so far identified, we

analyzed the survival after UV in hybrids between our mutants
and UVs cells representative of all the groups.

The results of complementation analysis after fusion of
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Fig. I. Colony-forming ability after expo
sure to EMS. MMS, and M MC in CHO-K1
prol- (â€¢).CHO7PV (D). and CH4PV (A) cell

lines. Each survival curve represents the mean
of at least 2 experiments.
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CHO4PV and CHO7PV with six mutant cell lines (UV20TOR,
UV5TOR, UV24TOR, UV41TOR, UV135TOR, and UV61TOR)
representing the first six complementation groups of UV sen
sitivity are reported in Fig. 3. The sensitivities of CHO4PV and
CHO7PV cells appear to lie between those of the CHO wild-
type cell lines (CHO-K1 and AA8) and those of the six UVS

mutants used as reference strains for Groups 1 to 6. When
CHO4PV and CHO7PV are fused with these mutants, hybrids
show UV survival levels higher than those of the UVs parental

cells, indicating that complementation occurs. The restoration
of UV resistance to CHO4PV and CHO7PV by all 6 mutants
is similar to that achieved after fusion with CHO wild-type
cells; these results indicate that the repair defects in the
CHO4PV and CHO7PV mutants are genetically different from
those present in Groups 1 to 6.

The results of complementation tests after fusion of
CHO4PV and CHO7PV cells with the mutant VB11. repre
senting the seventh group of UVS rodent mutants, are reported
in Fig. 4. The wild-type V79 cells from which VB11 has been
isolated are themselves UV sensitive when compared with the
CHO-K1 cells from which CHO4PV and CHO7PV were
isolated.

Hybrids obtained by fusing CHO-K1 with V79 or VB11 cells
give UV survival curves between those of CHO-K1 and V79
cells. The same degree of UV resistance is present in hybrids
between VB11 and CHO4PV or CHO7PV. indicating that the
three UVS mutants are defective in different functions. There-
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Fig. 2. Colony-forming ability after UV irradiation in CHO-KI (â€¢).CHO4PV
(â€¢).and CHO7PVTOR (A) and in hybrids (shaded area) between CHO4PV and
CHO7PVTOR (D). between CHO7PVTOR and CHO-KI (A), between
CHO4PVTOR and CHO-KI (O). Each survival curve represents the mean of at
least 2 experiments.

fore, CHO4PV and CHO7PV mutants are both carriers of
mutations different from that present in Group 7.

Also, the fusion of US31 cells representing the eighth group
of UV- rodent mutants with CHO4PV or CHO7PV cells gives

rise to hybrids showing UV survival levels higher than those of
UV5 parental cell lines and similar to those obtained in hybrids

between US31 and wild-type CHO-KI cells (Fig. 5). In conclu
sion, CHO4PV and CHO7PV mutants are able to complement
each other and show complementation after fusion with cells
representative of all the eight groups of UVS rodent mutants so

far identified; therefore, they represent two new complementa
tion groups.

Biochemical Analysis. The ability to perform the initial inci
sion step of repair of UV-induced damage was examined by
incubating the cells after irradiation with DNA synthesis inhib
itors, which causes incomplete repair sites to accumulate as
DNA breaks. Fig. 6 shows the typical dose-response curve for
wild-type CHO-KI cells, with a maximum of 3 breaks per IO9
dallons reached at about 10 J/m2. The mutant cell line UV135,

known to be deficient in incision, does not accumulate breaks.
Mutants CHO4PV and CHO7PV have some incision activity,
but significantly less than that of CHO-KI.

Incision may occur at two kinds of lesions after UV irradia
tion: cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) photoproducts.
We used specific assays for these two products to investigate
further the nature of defect in the mutant cells. Dimers were
assayed at various times after UV irradiation by treating gently
lysed cells with T4-derived UV endonuclease and measuring
the consequent DNA breaks by the alkaline-unwinding method
(Fig. 7). CHO-KI cells apparently repair about three-fourths of
the dimers in 5 h after a dose of 4 J/m2. This estimate of the
rate of removal of dimers by wild-type cells is high compared
with what is generally reported for rodent cells. We have
consistently found repair at this level (e.g., Ref. 16). It is
possible that rapid repair in CHO cells is a feature of the low-
UV dose that we are able to study with our UV endonuclease
assay and that, at higher doses (investigated using other tech
niques), repair is less efficient because saturation occurs. What
ever the explanation, it is clear from the absence of dimer
removal in UV135 cells that the effect we see is a relevant
measure of repair capacity. CHO4PV cells show a mild defi
ciency in dimer removal, while CHO7PV cells have less than
half the rate of removal of CHO-KI cells.

(6-4) Photoproducts were detected using a specific RIA (Fig.
8). As previously reported (see Ref. 17 for review), wild-type
CHO-KI cells typically remove 80% of the (6-4) photoproducts
within 3 h postirradiation with less than 10% remaining at 6 h.
The rate of (6-4) photoproduct excision in the two new CHO
complementation groups is significantly reduced compared with
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UV [cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) photoproducts].
In terms of UV survival and incision, CHO4PV is apparently
more defective than CHO7PV, whereas when repair DNA
synthesis and lesion removal are compared, CHO7PV seems to
be more severely affected. This suggests a subtlety in the relation
between removal of these specific lesions and overall repair
capacity and survival that cannot be explained on the bases of
evidence so far available.

It can at least be said that both CHO4PV and CHO7PV have
partial defects in incision after UV damage, resulting in reduced
ability to remove both dimers and (6-4) photoproducts. In this,
though to a lesser extent, they resemble CHO complementation
Groups 1 to 5, in which neither dimer nor (6-4) photoproduct
excision is observed (18, 19), whereas in mutant UV61 (Group
6) only the excision of cyclobutane dimers is deficient (20).

The protocol used to isolate the mutants CHO4PV and
CHO7PV included an enrichment step, in which the cells were
irradiated with far UV light (albeit with a low dose); therefore,
any very UV-sensitive mutants would tend to be removed from

100
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Fig. 3. Colony-forming ability after UV irradiation in hybrids (shaded area)
between CHO7PV (A) or CHO4PV (B) and UV20TOR (A), UV5TOR (O).
UV24TOR (C), UV41TOR (O), UVI35TOR (D), and UV61TOR (x), respec
tively. Dolled line, UV survival of the cell lines representative of Groups 1 to 5
(UV20TOR. UVSTOR, UV24TOR, UV41TOR, UV135TOR); dashed line, UV
survival of the cell line representative of Group 6 (UV61 TOR). Black symbols,
UV survival of CHO-K1 (â€¢),AA8 (Â«),CHO7PV (A), and CHO4PV (â€¢)cell
lines. Each survival curve represents the mean of at least 2 experiments.

CHO-K1. At 3 h, CHO4PV has removed 70% of the lesions

(i.e., 85% of normal) and CHO7PV, 40% (50% of normal).

DISCUSSION

In this paper we demonstrate that the mutants CHO7PV and
CHO4PV isolated by us from the CHO-K1 prol~ cell line

represent two new complementation groups of UV-sensitive
excision repair-defective rodent mutants, namely, Groups 9 and
10. We allocate CHO7PV to Group 9 and CHO4PV to Group
10. Details of the cellular and biochemical characteristics of
these mutants are summarized in Table 1. Both show hypersen-
sitivity to UV irradiation in terms of survival as well as a
reduced capacity for repair DNA synthesis, and they show a
lowered efficiency in the initial incision step of repair of UV
damage and in the removal of the two main lesions caused by

1 6
UV dose (J/rri

Fig. 4. Colony-forming ability after UV irradiation in CHO-KI (â€¢),V79 (*),
V-BI1 (C), CH04PVTOR (â€¢).CHO7PVTOR (A) and in hybrids (shaded area)
between V-BI 1 and CHO4PVTOR (A). V-BI 1 and CHO7PVTOR (O), V-B11
and CHO-K1TOR (D). V79 and CHO-K1TOR (O).

100

10

16

UV dose (J/m

Fig. 5. Colony-forming ability after UV irradiation in CHO-KI (â€¢),US31 (C),
CHO7PVTOR (A), CHO4PVTOR (â€¢)and in the hybrids (shaded area) between
US31 and CHO-K1TOR (A), CHO7PVTOR (D), and CHO4PVTOR (O) cells.
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Fig. 6. Incision activity in UV-irradiated cells. DN A breaks accumulated during
30-min post-UV incubation with inhibitors of repair DNA synthesis and were
measured in CHO-KI (â€¢).CHO4PV (D), CHO7PV (A), and UV135 (O) cells.
Points, mean of 3 to 4 experiments for all cell lines; bars, SE.
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Fig. 7. Removal of UV endonuclease-sensitive sites on incubation of CHO-KI
(â€¢),CHO4PV (D). CHO7PV (A), and UV135 (O) cells after irradiation with 4
J/m2 of UV. Points, mean of 3 to 4 experiments for all cell lines; bars, SE.

the population, and enrichment leads, typically, to isolation of
moderately rather than severely defective mutants. Thus,
CHO4PV and CHO7PV are clearly less sensitive to UV irra
diation than are mutants of most other groups (Figs. 3 to 5).
As far as Group 7 is concerned, it should be noted that V-B11
cells were isolated from the Chinese hamster cell line V79,
which, though wild-type, has an intrinsically lower UV resist
ance than CHO-KI cells. In terms of relative D^, compared
with the appropriate wild-type cell line, V-B11, CHO4PV and
CHO7PV are similar. UV sensitivity in CHO4PV and
CHO7PV is not detectable at the level of chromosome damage;
the frequencies of spontaneous and UV-induced aberrant mi
toses and the chromosome breakage rate were not found to
differ significantly from those in parental cells (Ref. 15; Foot
note 8).

Besides their UV hypersensitivity, CHO4PV and CHO7PV
are characterized by a moderate sensitivity to MMS and MMC
and slight sensitivity to EMS. In this respect, they are distinct
from the other UVs mutants. Members of Groups 1, 4, and 8
are very sensitive to DNA cross-linking agents such as MMC;
Groups 1 to 6 are hypersensitive to killing by mutagens causing
bulky, covalently bound monoadducts; and Group 7 mutant is
sensitive to the monofunctional alkylating agents EMS and
MMS (6, 21,22).

The broad spectrum of hypersensitivities in CHO4PV and
CHO7PV may indicate the presence of more than one mutation
affecting the response to different DNA-damaging agents. The

presence of two mutations, one affecting the repair of DNA
alkylation damage and the other affecting the repair of UV-
induced lesions, has been suggested for the UV-sensitive mutant
27-1 which, unlike the other mutants in Group 3, is also
sensitive to alkylating agents (23). Alternatively the cross-sen
sitive phenotypes of CHO4PV and CHO7PV mutants may
simply reflect the complexity of the repair process.

The altered gene products could include not just lesion-
specific enzymes but, in addition, proteins involved in recogni
tion of damage or in rendering chromatin accessible to repair
enzymes. Such proteins might have roles outside excision repair
itself, for example, in the restoration of chromatin structure or
in the provision of DNA precursors, which are crucial to cell
survival. Different kinds of lesions undergoing repair by specific
pathways would be expected to depend to differing extents on
these various proteins. To judge by the profile of repair and
survival parameters for CHO4PV in Table 1, it seems that the
defective protein in this mutant may be one involved not directly
in lesion recognition and removal but in one of the ancillary
processes affecting viability after DNA damage.

It is worthwhile noting that, among the six UVS mutants that

we have genetically characterized, three clones (CHO43RO,
CHO423PV, and CHO30PV) belong to Group 1 (24), one
(CHO50PV) to Group 5,8 and the two described in this paper

to two new groups. Two other mutants, CHO12RO and
CHO33RO, isolated following the same protocol (8), did not
show restoration of repair DNA synthesis level after fusion
with CHO43RO cells, suggesting that they belong to Group I.8

Our mutants in Group 1 [the most populous group, with about
half of the 150 or so UVS CHO-AA8 mutants (25)] are less UV

sensitive than other mutants in this group. They are character
ized by different degrees of mutagen sensitivity, UV-induced
repair DNA synthesis, and chromosomal fragility, suggesting

Â¿ 100

50
J

5

O)
CC

Repair time (h)

Fig. 8. RIA was used to monitor the removal of (6-4) photoproducts from the
DNA of cultured CHO cells. Points, (n = 6) percentage of remaining antibody-
binding sites for 1.5. 3. and 6 h after UV irradiation with 10 J/m2: bars, SE.
Between 1 and 2 Mg of CHO-KI (â€¢).CHO4PV (D), and CHO7PV (A) were
assayed under conditions described in "Materials and Methods." Ab. antibody.

Table 1 Cellular and biochemical properties ofCHOJPV and CHO4PV mutants

UV response"
CHO7PV CH04PV

Survival(Dn)Unscheduled
DNAsynthesis*IncisionDimer

removal(6-4)
Photoproduct removal50307540504060557085

" Expressed as a percentage of wild-type values.
* See Ref. 15.

' Unpublished observations.
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that defects in the same genetic locus may result in different
degrees of phenotypic alterations (24).

CHO50PV is only the second CHO UVS mutant identified

as belonging to Group 5; previously UV135 was the sole ham
ster cell line in this group (10). However, Group 5 is well
represented among mouse mutant cell lines; 3 of 8 mutants
independently isolated from the mouse lymphoma LSI78Y line
are classified as in this group (21). It is clear that the choice of
parental cell line and isolation protocol must be taken into
account when searching for new DNA repair mutant cell lines.

The existence of a total of 10 complementation groups of
UV repair-defective mutant hamster cell lines implies that there
are at least 10 genes involved in UV excision repair, evidence
that the process comprises multiple steps. Furthermore, all but
one of these complementation groups (the exception being
Group 6) have been characterized as having defects in the initial
step, incision (Refs. 6, 20, and 26; Footnote 8). Mutants in
later stages of repair might be difficult to isolate because the
enzymes responsible for the reactions of excision, repair DNA
synthesis, and ligation are also involved in other essential
processes (such as replication). The tendency of our enrichment
approach to select partially defective mutants could be an
advantage. It should facilitate the investigation of mutations
which, in a fully defective form, prove lethal to the cells.

As is the case for other Chinese hamster complementation
groups, the correction of the defect by a human gene has been
observed in our mutants.8 This offers the possibility of cloning

and mapping (on the human genome) the genes that comple
ment the repair defect in CHO7PV and CHO4PV cells, as has
been done for some of the other groups. DNA-mediated gene
transfer has led to the cloning of the ERCC-1, ERCC-2, ERCC-
3, ERCC-5, and ERCC-6 genes, correcting CHO mutants be
longing to complementation Groups 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, respec
tively (27-31).

Rodent DNA repair mutants are relatively easy to obtain
from established cell lines. Biochemical and genetic analysis
can be readily performed, and the cells are good recipients for
human DNA in attempts to clone human DNA repair genes.
Chromosomal assignment of the human genes able to comple
ment the DNA repair defect in Groups 1 to 6 has been achieved
using rodent/human hybrids (32-36). The significance of the
rodent mutants in terms of human DNA repair disorders has
recently been demonstrated; the human gene ERCC-3 specifi
cally corrects the excision repair defect in one of the 8 comple
mentation groups of XP, XP-B (37).
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